
Year 4 Scientists and  
Inventors Crossword

Across 

1.   Absolute zero is the               possible temperature.  
4.   Gerald Durrell set up a                    programme in Madagascar to save endangered     
      plants and animals.  
6.                        Morgan invented the first traffic lights with three signals. 
7.   Alexander Graham Bell made his first invention when he was                 .  
9.   Lord Kelvin was born                 Thomson.  
11.  Toothpaste contains abrasives to grind away                .  
12.  Antoine Lavoisier gave the gas               its name.  
13.  Plants and animals in Madagascar are becoming                   because of deforestation. 

Down 

2.   Washington                     invented the first modern toothpaste in a tube. 
3.   Maria Telkes created the first house heated with                   energy.  
5.   Alexander Graham Bell invented the first working                     . 
8.   Thomas                 invented the first useful electrical distribution system.   
9.   Thomas Edison’s nickname was ‘The                   ’.  
10.  Scientists in the 1700s believed that a substance they called ‘phlogiston’ made  
       objects                     .      
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Across 

1.   Absolute zero is the               possible temperature.  
4.   Gerald Durrell set up a                    programme in Madagascar to save endangered     
      plants and animals.  
6.                        Morgan invented the first traffic lights with three signals. 
7.   Alexander Graham Bell made his first invention when he was                 .  
9.   Lord Kelvin was born                 Thomson.  
11.  Toothpaste contains abrasives to grind away                .  
12.  Antoine Lavoisier gave the gas               its name.  
13.  Plants and animals in Madagascar are becoming                   because of deforestation. 

Down 

2.   Washington                     invented the first modern toothpaste in a tube. 
3.   Maria Telkes created the first house heated with                   energy.  
5.   Alexander Graham Bell invented the first working                     . 
8.   Thomas                 invented the first useful electrical distribution system.   
9.   Thomas Edison’s nickname was ‘The                   ’.  
10.  Scientists in the 1700s believed that a substance they called ‘phlogiston’ made  
       objects                     .      
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Year 4 Scientists and  
Inventors Crossword Answers

Across 

1.   Absolute zero is the coldest possible temperature.  
4.   Gerald Durrell set up a conservation programme in Madagascar to save endangered     
      plants and animals.  
6.   Garrett Morgan invented the first traffic lights with three signals. 
7.   Alexander Graham Bell made his first invention when he was twelve.  
9.   Lord Kelvin was born William Thomson.  
11.  Toothpaste contains abrasives to grind away plaque.  
12.  Antoine Lavoisier gave the gas oxygen its name.  
13.  Plants and animals in Madagascar are becoming endangered because of deforestation. 

Down 

2.   Washington Sheffield invented the first modern toothpaste in a tube. 
3.   Maria Telkes created the first house heated with solar energy.  
5.   Alexander Graham Bell invented the first working telephone. 
8.   Thomas Edison invented the first useful electrical distribution system.   
9.   Thomas Edison’s nickname was ‘The Wizard’.  
10.  Scientists in the 1700s believed that a substance they called ‘phlogiston’ made  
       objects burn.      


